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Expì Touch

Expì Glass

Expì Aluminium

Expì Metal

Nea Expì is a new lighting point. Essential, 
dynamic, contemporary. Glass, Aluminium, 
and Metal cover plates offered in several 
colours. Three new finishes for control 
devices and functions: Icy White, Dark Iron or 
Aluminium in addition to the already existing 
Anthracite and White matt finishes.
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Nea Expì harmonizes the latest home styles and trends. Essential, 
dynamic, contemporany. An exclusive design at affordable prices. 
Full range of functions for energy, comfort and security management. 
Possible integration with video-entry phone, anti-intrusion and access 
controls offered by Urmet Group.
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Evolution of style

Simon Urmet introduces Nea Expì 
Touch the evolution of the family 
offered in two glass versions: 
Black Lava and White Snow. 
Blue LED icons allow to locate  
the device in the dark. Expì Touch 
enlarges the style of Nea Expì with 
a refined combination of technique, 
form and intelligence.

.NR Black Lava

.BN White Snow
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“ The intellect seeks, 
the heart finds.”

George Sand
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“ We live only to  
discover beauty.  
All else is a form  
of waiting.”

Kahlil Gibran
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touch

7

Expì Touch keeps unchanged 
the forms and revolutionizes spaces.

A refined blend of idea and matter, 
talent and technique, desire and form.
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Cover plate with 1 icon, 3 modules, White Snow Cover plate with 2 icons, 3 modules, White Snow

Nea Expì Touch:  
the future in Black and White.

Cover plate for dimmer and blinds, 3 modules, White SnowCover plate with 3 icons, 3 modules, White Snow

Cover plate with 4 icons, 4 modules, White Snow

The Control
A blue backlit icon allows to locate the control 
in the dark. The function activation is confirmed 
by the LED brightness variation.

The signature
Simon Urmet initials sign each products. 
Like an artist signing his artwork, Simon 
Urmet signs the elegance of the style.
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touch

Cover plate with 2 icons, 3 modules, Black LavaCover plate with 1 icon, 3 modules, Black Lava

Cover plate with 3 icons, 3 modules, Black Lava Cover plate for dimmer and blinds, 3 modules, Black Lava

Cover plate with 4 icons, 4 modules, Black Lava

The Electronics
Adjustable electronics allows to match conventional 
electromechanical devices.The two-overlying icons plate, 
for instance, can be used to control either a light dimmer 
or a blinds motor.

The frame
The Expì Touch cover plates are surrounded 
by an external chromed frame to ehnance 
the form.
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Expì Touch + Expì. 
A matter of style.

The lighting point becomes art, affects
the ambient atmosphere and creates 
beautiful, modern scenarios, full of intense 
character. Expì Touch enlarges the style 
of Nea Expì. Let’s discover it together  
and create a unique style: YOURS!

Power sockets

Comfort devices

Electronic touch devices
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“ Architecture is  
the masterly, correct 
and magnificent play 
of masses brought  
together in light.”

Le Corbusier
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.NR Black Lava

.BN White Snow

.GO Grey Opal

.AZ Light Blue Sky
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“ Style is the  
image of our  
personality.”

Edward Gibbon

The Glass

Natural, transparent, bright, classic, 
modern. Available in four shades  

that highlight the aesthetic qualities  
and the possibilities of matching.
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.AM Quicksilver

.BP White Pearl

.NG Black Graphite

.BL Glossy Bronze
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“ To choose is, 
by nature,  
to exist.” 

Stephen Littleword

The Metal

The energy combined in a selection of colours. 
The clearness of the White Pearl. The rigour of the Black Graphite. 
The personality of the Glossy Bronze. The brilliance of the 
Quicksilver. For a lighting point of great character.
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.CS Brushed Chrome

.AS Satin Aluminium

.AK Karbon Aluminium

.RS Red Aluminium
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The Aluminium

“ There exists 
everywhere a  
medium in things, 
determined by  
equilibrium.”

Dmitri Mendeleev

A balanced mix of rigor and 
charm. Properlly designed to 
meet the most demanding spaces 
requiring a special touch of elegance.
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Total Black or Total White? Seeking for a sober lighting point with 
focus on material or the cutting edge trend in interior architecture? 
The Nea system responds to market demand with its monochromatic 
versions.
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Point of view
.

Black or White Expì Touch for an exclusive  elegance. Minimalism 
opens an endless possibility of combination. Play with finishes and 
colours and show your own personal style.

White
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Nea Expì covers the needs of each 
modern electrical installation.
The added features make the line 
synergetic with Urmet Group offer 
in several applications, such as intercom 
communication, anti-intrusion, access 
control and hotel automation.

“ Live with simplicity 
and think with  
greatness.” 

William Wordsworth

The Functions
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Electronic touch devices Protection devices

Climate controlElectronic devices

Power and signal sockets Anti-intrusion systems
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“ Perfect simplicity  
is unconsciously  
audacious.” 

George Meredith

AluminiumIcy White Dark Iron AnthraciteWhite

Funtions and devices.
Point of strenght.

Five finishes for control devices and functions. 
Three glossy finishes: Icy White, Aluminium and 
Dark Iron. Two Matt finishes: White and Anthracite.
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Compact Design
An endless care for details.

Nea Expì Touch. Essential, 
dynamic, contemporary.

A stylish chromed outer frame 
contours the lighhting point in the 
glass and aluminium versions.

Blue LED icons allow to locate the 
device in the dark. The brightness  
of the relevant signal changes to 

confirm the function activation.

The cover plates thickness 
is extra-slim: 6 mm in metal 
versions, 8 mm in glass  
and aluminium version.
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Starting point: attention to details.
Target point: a design without compromise.

Tempered glass like for 
car glass, to ensure the 
maximum safety in case 
of accidental breakage.

All cover plates are 
distribuited with 
chromed frames.The edges are bevelled at 45° 

degree, for a unique design of the 
plate. Details make the difference.

Optional inner frames are available 
in two versions: Black or White.
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An open System.
Nea translates the latest market trends into an open 
system that harmonizes with different home styles.  
Three design, four aesthetics are now available, with the 
new additional Expì Touch, Expì, Flexa and Kàdra lines. The 
performance level of a state-of-the-art electrical installation and 
integration with Urmet Group products combine to meet every 
installation requirement for residential,commercial and public.

Three styles,  
four aesthetics  
to suit different 
home styles. The clear mounting bracket combines pleasant aesthetics 

and functionallity. The heart of a solution system that make 
Nea an open flexible product line for residential applications. 
Control devices and functions come in five finishes.  
Three glossy finishes: Icy White, Aluminium and Dark Iron. 
Two matt finishes: White and Anthracite.
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Accent is on 
simplicity.

Accent is on simplicity. Unique character.

Nea Expì

Nea KàdraNea Flexa

Nea Expì Touch

IP55
Nea Outdoor

IP40
Nea Outdoor

Evolution of style. Democratic design.
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.

Aiko

Modo

Kàdra

Mìro

Expì Flexa

Max

Expì Touch

The contact point.

Nea interfaces with all Urmet video-entry phone systems.

Video intercom
A range of dedicated solutions offer a broad choice of 
options for those who wish a monitor or door phone that 
suits their living style and reflect the character of their home 
right at the doorstep.

Max, Modo & Nea Expì Touch
Max - 7” colour, touch display with icon menu and virtual 
number keypad, full-duplex doorphone/loud speaking unit, 
unlimited intercom calls, full IP communication protocol 
and external Internet access. Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Yokis, mifare 
proxy key reader micro SD card.

Modo. Modo - 7” colour touch screen monitor. Provision for 
floor call. Input for panic button. Allows calls to any system 
user through on-screen virtual control panel. No separate 
bracket required.

Shiny elegance
Essential design by Toan Nguyen, advanced functions, 
compact dimensions, large 4,3” colour OSD display. 
Available in two colours: White and Black

Essential shape
Mìro is the Urmet indoor station available in video, audio and 
hands free versions that allows to exploit the 2Voice system 
to its full potential, also for audio or mixed systems.
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Anti-intrusion
The new MP500 system by Elkron is the ideal solution for 
building intrusion alarm systems suited to any needs. It is easily 
scalable to meet family, business or industrial requirements; 
it can be managed by mobile devices with Internet access 
(Smartphone, Tablet) and can be integrated in video 
surveillance cameras and building automation systems relying 
on KONNEX® standard. Thanks to the new MP500 system, 
Elkron offer the chance to obtain the same performance as 
any large system even for your house, company and shop.

Hotel management

Thermostats with display for intuitive navigation, range of readers for access control and management, 
scent diffusers for indoor use. Customisable comfort to suit all types of accommodation facilities.

Home Automation
IPerHome is the new home automation system by 
Urmet where all technological know-how of the Group 
merges. IPerHome helps you integrate video door phone, 
video surveillance, intrusion alarm, gas and smoke 
detector system, automation, energy saving system, 
audio system and Internet connectivity. The result being 
a true tailor-made home living, operating and changing 
according to the needs of the people inhabiting it.

Up to 64 - input bus control units

Access your home system via smartphone, tablet, smart 
TV and PC, through a simple web interface, regardless 
of the operating system used. You only need a standard 
Internet browser.

IPerHome is compatible with Simon Urmet’s Nea system. 
It is possible to have elegant blue LED icons that indicate 
the state of the associated function.

14108/12 is the dedicated touch switch device to integrate 
Simon Urmet Nea Expì Touch with IPerHome domotics. 
LED brightness adjustable by means of IPerHome.

Soft-touch control panel 
with blacklist display

Expì cover plates with 
infra-red detector for 
interiors
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Follow us on:

Simon Urmet S.p.a. 
reserves the right to make 

changes to its products 
at any time without notice

Project: COMUNICO - Turin
Print: Carlo Colombo Printing Services - Rome

Printed November 2016

All Simon Urmet products are marked with

Discover Nea Expì range on:
www.neaexpi.it

Configure your lighting point now:
www.configurator.s imonurmet .com



SIMON URMET S.p.A.
Via Bologna, 152 | 10154 TORINO (ITALY)

T +39-011.24.00.000 | F +39-011.24.00.249
www.simonurmet.com | info@simonurmet.com
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